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It is proven that the Dirac Hamiltonian H for a spin 1r2 neutral particle with an
anomalous magnetic moment in an arbitrary dimensional electrostatic field has
supersymmetric quantum mechanical structure. By estimating the number of the
zero-energy ground states of H from below, it is proven that the ground states are
degenerate. The estimate is stated in terms of the order of the scalar potential at
infinity. In particular, under suitable conditions, existence of infinitely degenerate
zero-energy ground states of H is proven. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
w xSince Aharanov and Casher 1 pointed out a duality between the charge
and the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron, the Dirac Hamilto-
nian for a spin 1r2 neutral particle with an anomalous magnetic moment
w xin an electromagnetic field has been investigated 2]6 . These analyses
were done in 2 q 1 or 3 q 1 dimensional space-time. This is natural as a
description of real physical phenomena. However, these analyses strongly
depend on the fact that the space dimension is equal to 2 or 3; they use
 . kthe fact that the algebra su 2 associated with the spin matrices s ,
k s 1, 2, 3, is closed by the following relation s 1s 2 s is 3. From a general
mathematical view point, it is interesting to investigate the Dirac Hamilto-
nian in arbitrary space-dimensions. This is the basic motivation of the
present work.
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The plan of this article is as follows. In Section 2, we give the Dirac
Hamiltonian H with an electrostatic field. In Sections 3 and 4, we
investigate the kernel of H in even and odd space-dimensions, respec-
tively. In the last section, we give some comments.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we define the Dirac Hamiltonian for a spin 1r2 neutral
particle with an anomalous magnetic moment l g R in a d-dimensional
 .electrostatic field E s E , . . . , E , where d g N and prove a lemma1 d
which shows a supersymmetric structure of the Dirac Hamiltonian.
It is known that the anomalous magnetic moment can interact with an
 .electromagnetic field F s F only through the Pauli term. The Diracmn
equation for the particle is given by
g mp y m c s ls mn F c , .m mn
where p s i­r­ x m, m g R is the mass of the particle, g m are the gammam
matrices satisfying
g mg n q g ng m s 2 g mn , m , n s 0, 1, . . . , d ,
with g the Minkowski metric such that
g 00 s 1, g k k s y1, k s 1, . . . , d , and other components s 0,
and
i
mn m n n ms s g g y g g , m , n s 0, 1, . . . , d. .
4
Summation over repeated Greek indices is understood. The Greek indices
m, n run from 0 to d. We take the vector space on which the g m's act to be
C r where r s 2 d r2 for d even and r s 2dq1.r2 for d odd. Define the
Dirac Hamiltonian H bym
d
0 k 0 mn 0H s y g g p q lg s F q mg .m k mn
ks1
For simplicity, we denote H by H. We consider the case where there0
exists no magnetic field:
F s 0, j, k s 1, . . . , d.jk
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We denote by f a time independent scalar potential of the electrostatic
field E:
­f
E s y s yF s F , k s 1, . . . , d.k k 0 0 kk­ x
Throughout this paper, we assume that
f g C` Rd ª R . 1 .  .
Since
d
0 mn kg s F s i g E ,mn k
ks1
we have
d d
0 k k 0H s y g g p q il g E q mg m k k
ks1 ks1
d
k 0 0s s p q ilg E q mg , . k k
ks1
where
s k s g kg 0 , k s 1, . . . , d.
Note that
k 0s , g s 0, k s 1, . . . , d , 2 .q
w k j x k js , s s 2d , k , j s 1, . . . , d , 3 .q
w xwhere , denotes the anticommutator. We can easily prove the follow-q
ing lemma.
` ` d r .LEMMA 2.1. H is essentially selfadjoint on C s C R ; C and0 0
0 `H , g s 0 on C .0q
 .Proof. The first half follows from 1 and an application of Chernoff's
w xtheorem 8 . The second half is easily checked.
 04Lemma 2.1 shows that the pair H, g has supersymmetric quantum
w xmechanical structure 2, 7 . We remark that the spectral properties of
0  w x.H s H q mg are determined by those of H see Proposition 2.5 in 9 .m
Hence, from now on, we restrict ourselves to the case where m s 0. We
denote the closure of H by the same symbol.
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3. EVEN DIMENSIONAL CASE
In this section we restrict ourselves to the even dimensional case. Let
d s 2n, n g N.
 k 04  .We first choose a concrete representation of s , g satisfying 2 and
 . k 03 . To make the n dependence of s and g explicit, we set
s k s s k for k s 1, . . . , 2n ,n
G s g 0 .n
 k 4We construct a representation of s , G by induction on n. For n s 1, letn n
0 12 1s s s s ,1  /1 0
0 yi2 2s s s s ,1  /i 0
and
1 01 2 3G s yis s s s s .1  /0 y1
For n G 2, let
ny1 1 2 ny2G s yi s ??? s , .ny1 ny1 ny1
0 s kny1k k 1s s s m s s , k s 1, . . . , 2n y 2,n ny1 k /s 0ny1
0 Gny12 ny1 1s s G m s s ,n ny1  /G 0ny1
0 yi2 n 2s s I m ??? m I m s s ,n  /^ ` _ i 0
n y 1
where I is the 2 = 2 unit matrix. We have
1 03G s I m ??? m I m s s .n  /^ ` _ 0 y1
n y 1
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We introduce
2ny2
kA s s p " ilE q G p " ilE .  ." ny1 k k ny1 2 ny1 2 ny1
ks1
" i p " ilE . .2 n 2 n
It is easy to show that the A are closable on C`. We denote the closures" 0
of A ° C` by the same symbols. Then we have" 0
0 AyH s  /A 0q
and
ker H s ker A [ ker A .q y
The selfadjointness of H implies that
AU s A , AU s A . 4 .q y y q
Let
V "s e. lf ,
and
h s s 2 ky1p q s 2 k p , k s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1,k ny1 2 ky1 ny1 2 k
h s G p q ip .n ny1 2 ny1 2 n
Here, we do not take summation on k. Since
p " ilE s V .p V " on C` ,k k k 0
we have
n
. " `A s V h V on C ," k 0
ks1
 .which, together with 4 , implies that
n
. "A > V h V ." k
ks1
Hence, we obtain
n n
. " "ker A > ker V h V s ker h V ,F F" k k
ks1 ks1
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where we have used the fact that ker V .h V "s ker h V ", k s 1, . . . , n.k k
Therefore, we investigate ker h V ". We write z k s x 2 ky1 q ix2 k, k sk
1, . . . , n, and, as usual, define
­ 1 ­ ­
­ s s y i ,k k 2 ky1 2 k /2­ z ­ x ­ x
­ 1 ­ ­
­ s s q i .k k 2 ky1 2 k /2­ z ­ x ­ x
 .For real number C, we denote by N C the number of all independentn
monomials f in n variables such that the degree of f is smaller than
C y n,
N C s aJ C , .  .n n
where
 4J C s j , . . . , j ; 0 F j q ??? qj - C y n , j g N j 0 , k s 1, . . . , n . 4 .  .n 1 n 1 n k
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that there exist constants C g R and M ) 0 such
that for all x g R2 n
Cy < <V x x F M 5 .  .
Cq < <resp. V x x F M . 6 .  . .
Then
dim ker A G rN C resp. dim ker A G rN C , .  . .q n y n
where r s 2 ny1.
 .Proof. We prove this theorem only in the case 5 , since we can prove it
 .  .in the case 6 in exactly the same way as in the case 5 . We can write
­ ­
1 2 1 1h s yi s q s m s m ??? m s1 1 2 ^ ` _ /­ x ­ x
n y 2
0 ­1 1 1s y2 i m s m ??? m s^ ` _ /­ 01
n y 2
0 ­¡ ¦1
­1
. . .
­s y2 i 1
­1
­1¢ §­ 01
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and, for k G 2,
­ ­
3 1 2h s yi I m ??? m I m s m s q I m sk 2 ky1 2 k^ ` _  /­ x ­ x
k y 2
m s 1 m ??? m s 1^ ` _
n y 1 y k
0 Bk
. . .1 1s yiB m s m ??? m s s yik ^ ` _ Bk 0n y 1 y k
B 0i
with
­ ­
3 1 2B s I m ??? m I m s m s q I m sk 2 ky1 2 k^ ` _  /­ x ­ x
k y 2
C 0k
Cks . . . 0
0 Ck
and
0 0 ­ 0k
­ ­ 0 0 0 y­k3 1 2C s s m s q I m s s 2 .k 2 ky1 2 k­ x ­ x ­ 0 0 0k 0
0 y­ 0 0k
Thus, for
f1
f2 qc s g ker h V ,. k.. 0
fr
we obtain
r
22q a q5 5h V c s 4 ­ V f s 0. .k k j
js1
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a q q q .  .  .Here, ­ V f denotes either ­ V f or ­ V f depending on k and j.k j k j k j
Hence, for all k and j, we have
­ a Vqf s 0 on R2 n . .k j
Therefore, Vqf must be an entire holomorphic function in z ka. Here, z kaj
k kdenotes either z or z depending on k and j. Hence, if c g
F n ker h Vq, then we haveks1 k
Vqf s an entire function in z1a , . . . , z na . 7 .j
 .  .It follows from the assumption 5 that, if the right-hand side of 7 is a
polynomial in z1a, . . . , z na with degree smaller than C y n, then f gj
2 2 n.L R . Hence
¡ f1
n f2q ~ker h V > M ' .F k .
ks1 . 0¢ fr
¦
j j1 n1a na yf s c z ??? z V .  .k k
2 2 n r ¥g L R ; C . . j , . . . , j g J C , .  .1 n n
c g C, k s 1, . . . , rk §
Thus, we have
n
qdim ker A G dim ker h V G dim M s rN C . .Fq k n
ks1
Hence, we obtain the desired result.
We now prove existence of infinitely degenerate zero-energy states
of H.
y  q.THEOREM 3.2. Assume that V resp. V is a Schwartz rapidly decreas-
ing function on R2 n. Then
dim ker A s ` resp. dim ker A s ` . .q y
y  q.Proof. If V resp. V is a Schwartz rapidly decreasing function on
R2 n, then for an arbitrary constant C ) 0 the assumption of Theorem 3.1
y  q.on V resp. V is satisfied. We can easily check
lim N C s `. .n
Cª`
Hence, we obtain the desired result.
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EXAMPLE 3.3. If l ) 0 and a scalar potential f is
2n
21 2 n kf x , . . . , x s c x .  . k
ks1
with constants c ) 0, then the assumption of Theorem 3.2 of Vq isk
satisfied.
4. ODD DIMENSIONAL CASE
In this section we restrict ourselves to the odd dimensional case. Let
 4  k 04d s 2n q 1, n g N j 0 . We choose a representation of s , g as
0 s knk ks s s s for k s 1, . . . , 2n ,nq1 k /s 0n
0 yi2 nq1 2 nq2s s s s ,nq1  /i 0
1 00g s G s .nq1  /0 y1
Define
h s s 2 ky1p q s 2 k p for k s 1, . . . , n ,k n 2 ky1 n 2 k
h s ip2 nq1 2 nq1
and
n
kA s the closure of s p " ilE " i p " ilE .  ." n k k 2 nq1. 2 nq1
ks1
° C` .0
Then, as in the even dimensional case, we have
0 AyH s  /A 0q
and
n
. " . "A > V h V " V h V ." k 2 nq1
ks1
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Hence, we obtain
n
. " . "ker A > ker V h V l kerV h VF" k 2 nq1
ks1
n
" "s ker h V l ker h V .F k 2 nq1
ks1
We first treat the case n s 0, i.e., d s 1.
THEOREM 4.1. Assume n s 0 and that
Vyg L2 R .
resp. Vqg L2 R . . .
Then
dim ker A s 1 and dim ker A s 0q y
resp. dim ker A s 1 and dim ker A s 0 . .y q
Proof. Let
fq g ker H . /fy
Since A > V .p V " and V " leave C` invariant bijectively, we have" 1 0
V "f 9 s 0 ."
is the sense of distribution. Hence V "f must be constants c . Thus" "
f s c V .." "
Therefore we obtain the desired results.
We next treat the case n g N. The following is the main theorem in this
section.
THEOREM 4.2. Assume n g N and that there exist constants C g R and
M ) 0 such that for all x g R2 nq1
Cy < <V x x F M 8 .  .
Cq < <resp. V x x F M . 9 .  . .
Then
1
dim ker A G rN C yq n  /2
1
resp. dim ker A G rN C y ,y n  / /2
where r s 2 n.
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Proof. We denote z k s x 2 ky1 q ix2 k, k s 1, . . . , n. Let r s 2 n and
f1
nf2 q qc s g ker h V l ker h V .. F k 2 nq1.
ks1. 0
fr
Then, in a way similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can prove that Vqf j
must be an entire function in z ka, k s 1, . . . , n. Since
2qr ­ V f .j2q5 5h V c s s 0,2 nq1 2 nq1­ xjs1
we have
­ Vqf .j s 0 for j s 1, . . . , r .2 nq1­ x
Therefore, each Vqf must be independent of x 2 nq1. Hence,j
Vqf s an entire function in z1a , . . . , z na . 10 .j
 .  .It follows from the assumption 8 that, if the right-hand side of 10 is a
polynomial in z1a, . . . , z na with degree smaller than C y n y 1r2, then
2 2 nq1.f g L R . Hencej
n
q qker h V l ker h VF k 2 nq1
ks1
¡ ¦f1 j j1 n1a na yf s c z ??? z V .  .k kf2 2 2 nq1 r~ ¥> M ' g L R ; C . .. j , . . . , j g J C y 1r2 , .  .1 n n.. 0 c g C, k s 1, . . . , rk¢ §fr
Thus, we have
n 1
q qdim ker A G dim ker h V l ker h V G dim M s rN C y .Fq k 2 nq1 n  /2ks1
Hence, we obtain the desired result.
We can prove the following theorem in the same way as in the proof of
Theorem 3.2.
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y  q.THEOREM 4.3. Let d s 2n q 1 G 3. Assume that V resp. V is a
Schwartz rapidly decreasing function on R2 nq1. Then
dim ker A s ` resp. dim ker A s ` . .q y
As in Example 3.3, we can obtain examples of the scalar potential
satisfying the assumption of Theorem 4.3. We remark that Semenov's
w xexample is the case where f is the Coulomb potential 2 .
5. DISCUSSION
In the previous sections, we have investigated ker H by estimating
dim ker A and dim ker A alternatively. Of course, it would be moreq y
desirable to estimate dim ker A and dim ker A simultaneously. In theq y
2-dimensional case, we know that under suitable conditions there exist
degenerate eigenvectors of A with zero-eigenvalue and the vanishingq
 w xtheorem holds i.e., dim ker A s 0 3, 6 . The author is interested in they
question whether the same fact as above holds in arbitrary dimensional
cases.
 .Some other problems the author is interested in are as follows: i to
 .estimate the number of the ground states of H from abo¨e; and ii
stability of the number of the ground states of H under perturbations.
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